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A B S T R A C T

Background: The safety and tolerability of limited output transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) in clinical populations support a non-signiﬁcant risk designation. The tolerability of long-term use in a healthy
population had remained untested.
Objective: We tested the tolerability and compliance of two tES waveforms, transcranial direct current
stimulation (tDCS) and modulated high frequency transcranial pulsed current stimulation (MHF-tPCS)
compared to sham-tDCS, applied to healthy subjects for three to ﬁve days (17–20 minutes per day) per
week for up to six weeks in a communal setting. MHF-tPCS consisted of asymmetric high-frequency pulses
(7–11 kHz) having a peak amplitude of 10–20 mA peak, adjusted by subject, resulting in an average current
of 5–7 mA.
Method: A total of 100 treatment blind healthy subjects were randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups: tDCS (n = 33), MHF-tPCS (n = 30), or sham-tDCS (n = 37). In order to test the role of waveform,
electrode type and montage were ﬁxed across tES and sham-tDCS arms: high-capacity self-adhering electrodes on the right lateral forehead and back of the neck. We conducted 1905 sessions (636 sham-tDCS,
623 tDCS, and 646 MHF-tPCS sessions) on study volunteers over a period of six weeks.
Results: Common adverse events were primarily restricted to inﬂuences upon the skin and included skin
tingling, itching, and mild burning sensations. The incidence of these events in the active tES treatment
arms (MHF-tPCS, tDCS) was equivalent or signiﬁcantly lower than their incidence in the sham-tDCS treatment arm. Other adverse events had a rarity (<5% incidence) that could not be signiﬁcantly distinguished
across the treatment groups. Some subjects were withdrawn from the study due to atypical headache
(sham-tDCS n = 2, tDCS n = 2, and MHF-tPCS n = 3), atypical discomfort (sham-tDCS n = 0, tDCS n = 1, and
MHF-tPCS n = 1), or atypical skin irritation (sham-tDCS n = 2, tDCS n = 8, and MHF-tPCS n = 1). The rate
of compliance, elected sessions completed, for the MHF-tPCS group was signiﬁcantly greater than the
sham-tDCS group’s compliance (p = 0.007). There were no serious adverse events in any treatment condition.
Conclusion: We conclude that repeated application of limited output tES across extended periods, limited
to the hardware, electrodes, and protocols tested here, is well tolerated in healthy subjects, as previously observed in clinical populations.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) using limited-output current
intensities has been explored in healthy individuals as a tool to modulate cognitive performance [1–11]. Based on a wealth of prior evidence,
limited-output tES is typically well tolerated and poses no signiﬁcant
risk to healthy populations [11–13]. However, the preponderance of ev-
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idence from healthy volunteers stems from studies testing ten or less
tES treatment sessions [7]. The safety and tolerability of repeated use
of tES for extended times (e.g. several sessions per week over several
weeks) has been limited to studies in clinical populations.
In both normal and clinical populations, repeated use of tES has
been proposed to increase eﬃcacy through cumulative effects
[14–16]. For example, repeated tES sessions have been demonstrated to increase clinical outcome in therapeutic studies [17,18].
With increasing research on tES to modulate cognition, as well as
commercialization efforts, there have been concerns that the rate
of testing has outpaced the data on tolerability [19–24].
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In the context of reviewing tolerability, we include prior limitedoutput “tES” studies regardless of intent to directly modulate the
cortex (e.g. transcranial random noise stimulation [25–28]) or cranial
nerves (e.g. cranial TENS). Based on this historical data, repeated
use of tES on healthy individuals is not expected to pose any signiﬁcant risks as evidenced by: 1) repeated treatment sessions in
clinical populations [29]; 2) acute studies applying a single or few
treatment sessions in healthy subjects [1,30–37]; and 3) absence
of any evidence for brain injury risk [38,39] though concerns about
tradeoff in acute cognitive performance have been raised [40–42].
However, the dearth of data on the tolerability of repeated tES in
healthy subject over an extended period of time has been cited as
a limitation in informing human trials, as well as the use of tES for
lifestyle and wellness applications [19–24]. Therefore, we monitored the tolerability of tES used repeatedly, three to ﬁve days per
week, in a communal setting for up to six weeks by healthy volunteer subjects.
The tolerability of any tES technique is speciﬁc to: 1) session dose
(electrical waveform properties and electrode montage) [43], and
session repetition number/frequency; 2) electrode design [35,44];
and 3) subject exclusion and treatment protocols. We tested two
limited output tES waveforms in addition to an active sham-tDCS
waveform: transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) and modulated high-frequency transcranial pulsed current stimulation (MHFtPCS). tDCS was applied at 2 mA, the highest dose commonly used.
MHF-tPCS employs modulation designed for painless stimulation
with peak intensity at 10–20 mA, adjusted by the subject. As our
study was designed to evaluate the inﬂuence of different waveforms on tolerability and compliance, all other factors were ﬁxed
across study arms including electrode type and montage. Therefore, supporting both tPCS and tDCS, high-performance selfadhesive electrodes were positioned on the right temple and
paraspinal area of the neck, allowing high-throughput and reliable electrode preparation, using simple landmarks (none
neuro-navigated).
All tES and sham-tDCS sessions were conducted in a communal environment (“coffee shop” lounge setting). Adverse events,
adverse reactions and subject-elected compliance were assessed for
up to six weeks of repeated tES involving three to ﬁve sessions per
week. The study included assessments on the effect of tES on State–
Trait Anxiety Inventory which will be analyzed elsewhere.
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cluding sunburns, cuts (e.g. due to shaving), or other skin defects,
as the goal of this study was not to determine if skin impairments
inﬂuence the tolerability of tES [45]. Mild acne, even if treated by
medication, that does not compromise the integrity of the skin and
non-irritating skin disorders (for example, vitiligo) were not used
as exclusion criteria if there were otherwise no skin lesions in or
around the areas where electrodes are positioned. Subjects were excluded if they reported any communicable skin disorder, even if
outside the stimulation area.
Participants were excluded if they were currently under treatment for neuropsychiatric disorders as the study aimed to: 1) not
evaluate clinical treatment outcomes; 2) avoid unrelated adverse
events during the six-week intervention; 3) avoid variations in
adverse event reporting across patient populations [37,46]; 4) avoid
any theoretical interactions with medical treatments. Participants
with a history of neurological or psychiatric disorders must have
been off any treatment medications for minimum of 3 years (36
months) to be considered for the study. Participants were excluded from consideration if they had suffered from any form of
severe head trauma (for example, head injury or brain surgery) or
had any medical devices implanted in the head (such as, a deep brain
stimulator) or in the neck (such as, a vagal nerve stimulator).
Subjects were excluded if they suffered from chronic headaches or migraines (headaches or migraines that occurred for
consecutive days and are longer than an hour) or had any change
in the rate or severity of head pressure, headache, or migraine in
the past two weeks. Speciﬁcally, two headaches above the subject’s typical rate for a two-week period, or two headaches in the
past two weeks above the typical severity, or a single headache in
the past two weeks with unusually high severity was considered
for the exclusion criteria. Such subjects were excluded to minimize possible confounding of naturally occurring headaches with
adverse events.
The exclusion criteria were evaluated by self-reported survey for
each subject before enrollment in the study and periodically during
the study. Before the beginning of the study, the subjects underwent a brief 2 min tES test session corresponding to the experimental
arm they were assigned to. If subjects reported a high pain score
or a desire not to proceed they were excluded. Based on the screening criteria, 8 subjects were excluded from the study from a total
of 108 participants.

Methods
Experimental design and tES treatment conditions
Participants
The study was conducted in accordance to protocols and procedures approved by the Institutional Review Board of the City
College of New York. All volunteer participants provided written informed consent to participate in the study. All subjects were between
the ages of 18 and 40 (M = 23, SD = ±5). Transcranial electrical stimulation has been applied to both male and female participants in
numerous published studies and no signiﬁcant gender differences
have been reported so both males and females were recruited for
this study. The study included 100 healthy individuals (male = 63,
female = 37) with no recent history of neurological or psychiatric
conditions (past 36 months, see below). All subjects were recruited through local advertisement and ﬁnancially compensated
for their participation.
Screening and exclusion criteria
Participants were excluded if they presented with any skin disorder at or near stimulation locations that compromised skin
integrity, such as eczema, rashes, blisters, open wounds, burns in-

The study consisted of a randomized single-blind betweensubject design with two experimental conditions and one control
condition. The three conditions (for tES waveforms see below) were
sham-tDCS-tDCS (n = 37), tDCS (n = 33), and tPCS (n = 30). Electrodes were applied and stimulation was activated by trained
research assistants. During recruitment, the subjects were informed that the study would test the tolerability and eﬃcacy
(“mental energy and mind states”) of different types of
neuromodulation stimulation.
Over a six week period, subjects participated in three to ﬁve sessions per week (weekdays only) with a minimum of 16 hours
between sessions. Subjects were required to complete a minimum
of eight sessions in each two-week period throughout the study to
continue participation. Except for screening and verbal questionnaires (which were conducted in private), all treatment sessions were
conducted in a communal environment designed to provide a lounge
or “coffee shop” feel. The experimental space for this study consisted of an open ﬂoor plan with both tables and lounge seating.
Subjects were allowed to do work on their laptops, had access to
magazines, or could engage in quiet discussions with one another.
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Figure 1. MHF-tPCS waveform. A: Waveform from beginning of stimulation to 755 s (tN = 4 μs, tP = 35 μs, tC = 91 μs). B: Stimulation waveform from 755 s until the ends (tP = 57 μs,
tC = 142 μs). C: Changes in frequency, average and peak current over a duration of 17 minutes. The adjustable range for the TENS device was from 50% to 100% of maximum
current as indicated by the gray area in Fig. 2A,B. tN = Negative pulse duration. tP = Positive pulse duration. tC = Period (1/frequency).

The sham-tDCS treatment delivered a 30 s linear ramp of current
up to 2 mA and immediately back down to 0 mA over 30 s at the
start of the session and again 20 minutes later at the end of the
session. A Soterix Medical 1 × 1 tDCS was used to provide placebo
stimulation (see below). The tDCS waveform was delivered with
battery-driven, medical-grade tDCS devices with limited total energy
(1 × 1 tDCS, Soterix Medical Inc., New York, NY). Current was linearly ramped up across 30 s to 2 mA, maintained at 2 mA for
20 minutes, and then linearly ramped down to 0 mA across 30 s. The
MHF-tPCS waveforms were delivered with battery-powered, medicalgrade transdermal electrical neurosignaling (TEN) devices (Thync,
Inc., Los Gatos, CA) programmed to produce pulse-modulated
(7–11 kHz), electrical currents producing average amplitudes of
5–7 mA for 17 minutes (Fig. 1C). The waveform from start of stimulation to 755 s is illustrated by Fig. 1A with a frequency of 11 kHz,
positive pulse duration of 35 μs and negative pulse duration of 4 μs.
Fig. 1B shows the waveform from 755 s until the end stimulation
with a frequency of 7 kHz and positive pulse duration of 57 μs. A
high-frequency carrier was chosen based on experimental and
neuron modeling (e.g. cell diameter) studies showing relative minimization of neuromuscular and pain ﬁber stimulation [47–55] as
well as retinal activation (phosphenes [56–60]). Moderate frequencymodulation was employed to circumvent any habituation to a
particular stimulus frequency [61], though with a ﬁxed progression compared to tRNS. Studies of both tES and spinal cord
stimulation (SCS) indicated high frequency stimulation can produce
characteristic physiological and clinical responses, compared to low
(<100 Hz) waveforms [62–65]. Subjective adjustment of intensity
is ubiquitous in clinical tPCS systems. Stimulators were placed on

a station behind the subjects. Subjects in the MHF-tPCS arm were
instructed to adjust an intensity dial on a GUI using an Apple
iPod Touch connected to the TEN device over a Bluetooth low
energy network such that it was comfortable to them. The peak
intensity was scaled within the allowed adjustment range from 10
to 20 mA.
Electrodes and montages
The electrodes were self-adhering hydrogel electrodes (Axelgaard
PALS Platinum Blue Electrodes, Axelgaard Manufacturing Co. Ltd,
Fallbrook, CA). A rectangular anode electrode (4 × 9 cm) was placed
on the right temple of subjects using the temporal muscle during
bite as a reference. If subjects presented with a signiﬁcant amount
of cosmetics, oil, or dirt in the electrode areas, the area was gently
wiped, but not abraded, using a sterile wipe. The electrode placement was reinforced with a headband (Fig. 2). According to the
international 10–20 electrode positioning system, the electrode spans
approximately from F8 to FPz [66]. A square cathode electrode
(5 × 5 cm) was positioned on the base of the neck, approximately
above the cervical spine vertebra C7, 1 cm to the right of the midline.
Adhesion was reinforced with light medical tape, when needed. Impedance was checked prior to stimulation and if >5 KOhm the
electrode contact with the skin was checked and adjusted as needed.
Electrodes were used for a single session and discarded afterwards.
The single electrode type and montage, ﬁxed across treatment
arms, were selected based on experimental and engineering design.
Off-hair placements allowed for precise and reliable assessment of
skin tolerability. The supra-orbital (F8 to FPZ) and neck electrode
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Figure 2. Electrode conﬁgurations and montages. Identical electrodes and montages were used across all treatment arms to allow for testing of the inﬂuence of variable
waveforms on safety and tolerability. The rectangular anode electrode was placed on the subjects’ right temples after asking them to bite down for reference (panels A, B,
C). A third of the electrode (landscape orientation reference) that is closest to the side at which the wire exits was placed over the temple. The other two thirds of the
electrode was balanced toward the forehead at about a 45 degree angle (plane parallel to the ﬂoor reference shown by panel A, B, C) while avoiding as much of the subjects’ hairline as possible. As shown in panels D, E, F, the middle of square cathode electrode (dashed black line) was placed about 1 cm to the right of the subjects’ midline
(vertical dashed yellow line) on the back of the neck. The electrode was placed above the cervical spine vertebra C7, which is marked with blue circle in panels D, E, F. The
C7 bone is the last bone on the cervical vertebrae and generally protrudes, especially when bending the neck [67]. As needed, medical tape was used to ensure the edges of
the cathode made good contact with the skin. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

positions were used together [68,69] and independently (with
another location [70–72]) in both tDCS and tPCS; the supraorbital position in particular is used in >30% of tDCS and tPCS trials
[73]. Axelgaard PALS Platinum Blue Electrodes combine features
suitable for both transdermal DCS and PCS [74]. Key electrode design
feature including: 1) construction of a knitted or woven stainless
steel fabric that provides superior current spreading abilities for both
tDCS and tPCS; 2) the PALS Blue electrodes use an e-beam crosslinked PVP hydrogel that provides for hypoallergenic skin contact
and low volume resistivity; 3) high surface area and high proﬁle
(2.17 mm electrode to skin distance) enhance electrochemical buffering, especially relevant for DCS. The use of adhesive electrodes
on exposed skin further supports consistent placement and preparation, even under high throughput (single center study with up
to 3000 sessions). As emphasized throughout this manuscript, the
relevance of tolerability data is limited to the extent of any dose
or protocol variations. The adhesive electrode design tested here is
not typical for tDCS as it cannot be used on scalp positions with hair.
Subject monitoring, adverse events, adverse reactions, and
withdrawal criteria
A conservative approach was adopted for adverse events, adverse
reaction assessments, and study withdrawal. Redundant methods
of assessment were used with a bias toward detecting positive responses with either true or false. Subjects were withdrawn for
atypical adverse events, even if not evidently hazardous, and without

consideration if the event was related to study participation. Adverse
events, adverse reactions, and study withdrawals were subclassiﬁed into within-session or between-session occurrences.
Subject status was rigorously monitored including: 1) a ‘screening
bridge’ where all inclusion/exclusion criteria were reevaluated every
two weeks along with a Short Form 36 health survey (SF-36); 2)
detailed adverse event and adverse reaction questionnaires were
administered before and after each treatment session; 3) visual
inspection of the skin was conducted before and after each treatment session; 4) subjects were encouraged to verbally report adverse
events or adverse reactions on an ongoing basis (e.g. painful or
not typical sensations); 5) subjects were re-consented at the start
of each session.
The withdrawal criteria are listed below:
1) Subjects experiencing any adverse event requiring medical
intervention were excluded. Subjects were withdrawn if they
experienced a serious adverse event deﬁned based on International and US guidelines on serious adverse events from
medical devices (including the Oﬃce of Human Research and
Protection (OHRP) of the U.S. Department of Health And
Human Services (HSS); FDA regulations at 21 CFR 312.32[a];
1996 International Conference on Harmonization E-6 Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice; ISO/DIS 14155–Clinical
investigations of medical devices in humans, good clinical
practices, 2008). A severe adverse event related to stimulation was a documented event that:
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a. Based upon scientiﬁc judgment determined to be caused
or aggravated by the application of current to the head AND
b. Results in irreversible damage of brain tissue OR
c. Results in persistent disability or incapacity that produces an unwanted and substantial disruption of a person’s
ability to conduct normal life functions, i.e., the adverse
event resulted in an unwanted signiﬁcant, persistent or permanent change, impairment, damage or disruption in the
patient’s body function/structure, physical activities and/
or quality of life OR
d. Results in inpatient hospitalization or prolongation of existing hospitalization, where emergency room visits that
do not result in admission to the hospital should be evaluated for one of the other serious outcomes (e.g., lifethreatening; required intervention to prevent permanent
impairment or damage; other serious medically important event) OR
e. Results in death or is life-threatening where the patient
was at substantial risk of dying at the time of the adverse
event, or use was discontinued based on evidence tDCS
might have resulted in death OR
f. Medical or surgical intervention was necessary to preclude permanent imminent impairment of a body function
due to stimulation, or prevent permanent damage to a body
structure due to stimulation.
2) Change of status relevant for inclusion or exclusion: throughout
the study if any subject failed to meet study inclusion/exclusion
criteria, including changes in medical diagnosis or treatment
they were excluded from the study. The only withdrawals for
changes of status occurred for atypical skin condition and atypical headache. One subject in the sham-tDCS arm presented
hives on their arms and not at the electrode site. The subject
was withdrawn on session 13 when the hives were discovered. The criterion for withdrawal was based on ‘atypical skin
condition’ but not a serious adverse event.
3) “Atypical skin condition”: in addition to exclusion based on
general skin health (for example, communicable diseases), a
conservative approach for subject withdrawal was adopted
based on minor skin irritation under the electrode areas, regardless of presumed associated with stimulation (for
example, shaving irritation). Skin was visually inspected prior
to and after each session by the investigator [75,76]. Prior to
stimulation, moderate to severe erythema (that had persisted since the last session), but not slight erythema, was
reviewed for withdrawal. Erythema after stimulation was not,
in itself, criterion for withdrawal unless severe. Prior to stimulation, minor edema (for example, deﬁned raising around
electrode area) was reviewed for withdrawal. Moderate edema
after stimulation (for example, area swollen/deﬁnite raising)
was reviewed for withdrawal. Minor spotting (petechia) was
not criterion for withdrawal. A blister (>1 mm) was a criterion for withdrawal. Review for withdrawal was based on skin
irritation that appeared cumulative, namely the skin is altered
from the prior session in a way that will inﬂuence skin response to the current session and next. Though not injurious
[77], this conservative criterion was adopted as preventative. Within-session or between-session withdrawal depended
on if the skin irritation was identiﬁed immediately before or
after the session.
4) “Atypical headache”: headaches are expected in the normal
population. Conservative criterion for exclusion was based on
unusual or atypical intensity or frequency of headache (see
above), regardless of causal link with stimulation. Withinsession or between-session withdrawal depended on the time
of the last headache.

5) “Atypical discomfort”: if during stimulation, subject expressed a desire to terminate the stimulation session for
discomfort, stimulation was aborted and subjects were withdrawn from the study – regardless of their desire to continue
with future sessions. If subjects indicated moderate discomfort
(for example, based on their prior session’s experience) but
desire to continue with the session, then stimulation was
ramped down, electrodes were adjusted, and stimulation was
re-started. If subjects were reluctant to go under stimulation because of discomfort between-session, then they were
withdrawn. There were no such cases in this study.
Adverse events were assessed through self-reporting questionnaires. Hardcopy forms provided by research assistants were
completed before and after each session to assess between-session
effects (adverse events that persisted after the last treatment or occurred at a time since the last session) and within-session effects,
respectively. For each evaluation subjects were queried with one
open-form response and one adverse-event index. Lexical analysis mapped responses on the open form to any of the indexed
adverse-events or classiﬁed as “anecdotal”. The lexical analysis was
conducted using customized PHP software built in house which categorized and tallied all the different adverse events. In addition, the
algorithm was designed to take into account positive and negative
connotation of all the different adverse events. The open ended text
was also checked manually for mistakes in the tallied reports or to
ﬁnd additional adverse events not detected by the algorithm. Itemized adverse-events encourage responsiveness [35] while the open
form response allows for uncategorized response or individual terminology. The indexed events were based on commonly reported
tDCS adverse events [30,32,37], selecting for items that were speciﬁc in etiology (for example, “skin tingling” as opposed to
“discomfort”) and conducive to self-reporting (for example, skin
redness was only accessed by the investigators). Indexed adverse
reactions and adverse events were: 1) skin tingling; 2) skin itching;
3) skin burning sensation; 4) nauseous; 5) diffuse or migraine-like
headache; 6) facial muscle twitching; 7) blurred vision; 8) shortlived localized head pain or pressure; 9) forgetfulness; 10) diﬃculty
concentrating; 11) dizziness; and 12) diﬃculty breathing. Incidence of adverse events or reactions was coded in binary system
(no = 0, yes = 1). For within-session evaluation participants scored
the severity (1 = minimal; 4 = mild; 8 = moderate; 10 = severe) and
duration (minutes) of each event.
Adverse events were categorized session-wise, aggregating across
subjects (Table 1), and subject-wise with likelihood of adverse event
(percent) collapsed across session for each subject (Fig. 3) with statistics only possible on the latter. The subject’s state anxiety level
was measured using an abbreviated version of the State–Trait Anxiety
Inventory containing six statements (STAI-6) according to scoring
guidelines [78]. The STAI-6 questions are 1) I feel calm; 2) I am tense;
3) I feel upset; 4) I am relaxed; 5) I feel content; and 6) I am worried.
Each question was scored from a value of 1 to 4 with 4 being a higher
anxious state. For each session, the delta STAI-6 score was calculated by subtracting the total post-questionnaire STAI-6 score by the
total pre-questionnaire STAI-6 score.
Blinding
Subjects were naïve to any brain stimulation. The subject consent
indicated three stimulation types for any given session (“tDCS, tPCS,
and sham”) but subjects were not informed what those waveforms entailed, or if they would be provided the same waveform
throughout their participation. The subjects were questioned as to
what waveform(s) they received in a follow-up survey. The subjects were asked to speculate if 1) they received a majority of one
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Table 1
Summary of side effects incurred within and between sham or tES treatment sessions.

All side effect incidences are from self-reported surveys administered daily, before (between session) and after (within session) treatment. Study withdrawal for atypical
headache and atypical skin condition was scored automatically as between session headache since subjects did not complete the daily pre-treatment questionnaire the day
following the adverse event or adverse reaction.

type of stimulation (sham, tDCS, or tPCS) and if so which; or 2) some
combination of stimulation types; or 3) if they were not suﬃciently
aware of the meaning of the terms “sham/tDCS/tPCS” to speculate.
Data entry, validation, and aggregation were conducted by research assistants blind to the study arm.
Rationale and statistical tests
Primary end-points were: self-reported tolerability measures,
compliance, and withdrawal rates.
Before applying any statistical test, the data sets were tested for
a normal distribution. The normality was measured by the analysis of skewness and kurtosis. If the data were found to be normally
distributed, then one-way ANOVA and t-test were used for the comparison. If the data were found not to be normally distributed, then

Kruskal–Wallis test or Mann–Whitney rank–sum test were used for
the comparison [79]. In order to correct for multiple comparisons,
Benjamini–Hochberg procedure was used to further validate the signiﬁcance of each p-value. The α-value was set to 0.05 for all the
statistical tests and the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure. Table 1
shows mean ± standard deviation and Figs. 3 and 8 show error bars
as standard error of the mean.
Results
Compliance and withdrawal
A total of 1905 treatment sessions (sham-tDCS = 636, tDCS = 623,
and MHF-tPCS = 646) were conducted on a total of 100 subjects (shamtDCS = 37, tDCS = 33, and MHF-tPCS = 30). No severe adverse events
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Figure 3. Percent chance of reporting side effect for each subject: the average percent chance for a subject n = 37 sham-tDCS 33 tDCS, and 30 MHF-tPCS affected by a side
effect within session. The percent is derived by calculating the total number of sessions a side effect was reported by a subject from the total number of sessions completed by
the subject. The rate of reporting skin tingling for MHF-tPCS was lower than sham-tDCS (p = 9 × 10–05) and tDCS (p = 0.005). Furthermore, the rate of reporting skin burning
sensation in MHF-tPCS was also lower than sham-tDCS (p = 0.006) and tDCS (p = 0.003). The error bars show the standard error of the mean. An asterisk indicates p < 0.01.
Table 2
Summary of compliance indicated by treatment sessions, study completion and withdrawal rates for sham-tDCS, tDCS, and MHF-tPCS treatment groups.
Subject that did not meet ongoing inclusion/exclusion criteria
Group

Sham-tDCS
tDCS
MHF-tPCS
Total

Number
of sessions

Total
subjects

Finished
trial

636
623
646
1905

37
33
30
100

33
22
25
80

Atypical headache or migraine

Atypical skin condition

Between session

Within session

Between session

Within session

Discomfort
Between session

Within session

2
2
3
7

0
0
0
0

2
8
1
11

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
1
1
2

Subjects who did not meet the ongoing inclusion/exclusion criteria were withdrawn for discomfort, atypical headache and atypical skin condition (see Methods). All other
subjects were categorized as “ﬁnished trial”. Subjects elected how many sessions to complete over 6 weeks with the minimal requirement of completing four treatment
sessions per seven days and a minimal enrollment commitment of 2 weeks.

were reported in any treatment condition during this study. The
average number of sessions completed by subjects in each study arm
were 17.2 ± 8.1 for sham-tDCS, 18.7 ± 7.8 for tDCS, and 21.5 ± 6.7 for
MHF-tPCS treatment groups. A Mann–Whitney test indicated that the
total number of sessions completed by subjects in the MHF-tPCS arm
were signiﬁcantly greater compared to the sessions completed by participants in the sham-tDCS group U = 318, p = 0.007, r = 0.33; no other
completion comparisons were signiﬁcant. Excluding subjects that
withdrew, the average number of sessions completed by subjects in
each study arm were 18.5 ± 7.5 for sham-tDCS, 21.6 ± 7.6 for tDCS, and
23.6 ± 5.3 for MHF-tPCS. Excluding withdrawn subjects, a Mann–
Whitney test indicated that the number of sessions completed by
subjects in tDCS (U = 235.5, p = 0.03, r = 0.30) and MHF-tPCS (U = 180.5,
p = 0.0009, r = 0.45) arms were signiﬁcantly greater than the number
of sessions completed by subjects in sham-tDCS treatment group.
The data shown in Table 2 summarize treatment session counts
and withdrawal rates. For “atypical discomfort”, there was one incident of a subject requesting a stimulation session to be stopped
once initiated in the tDCS arm (after subject successfully completing 21 prior sessions) and one such incident in the MHF-tPCS arm
(after subject successfully completing 20 prior sessions). In both
cases, operators indicated that an electrode was not uniformly
adhered to the skin. In both cases, subjects indicated a desire to
remain enrolled in the study.
Subjects’ self-reports of “atypical headache or migraine” (increased frequency or severity, see Methods) resulted in the study
withdrawal of two subjects in the sham-tDCS group, two subjects
in the tDCS group, and three subjects in the MHF-tPCS group. In all

cases these withdrawals reﬂected adverse events occurring between,
not during, sessions. The number of treatment sessions completed prior to withdrawal for the atypical headache or migraine
events were: sham-tDCS = 10 and 3 sessions for the two subjects;
tDCS = 19 and 10 sessions for the two subjects; and MHF-tPCS = 22,
9, and 8 sessions for the three subjects.
In some cases, inspection of the skin resulted in study discontinuation due to “atypical skin condition” (using the conservative
thresholds described in Methods). Atypical skin conditions resulted in study discontinuation of two subjects from the shamtDCS group, eight subjects from the tDCS group, and one subject
from the MHF-tPCS group. One subject in the sham-tDCS arm was
excluded after presenting hives on arms, not near electrodes, on his
or her thirteenth treatment session. Of the remaining subjects withdrawn for atypical skin conditions, one subject in tDCS arm reported
skin irritation under neck and forehead electrode while all the other
subjects (across arms) reported skin irritation under the neck electrode only. For those subjects with skin irritation under the
electrodes, the number of sessions completed prior to withdrawal
for an atypical skin condition were: sham-tDCS = one subject was
withdrawn after the ﬁrst session; tDCS = eight subjects were withdrawn after the 13th, 9th, 14th, 13th, 8th, 12th, 8th, and 14th
sessions; and MHF-tPCS = one subject was withdrawn from the study
after the 21st session. In all cases, subjects indicated a desire to
remain enrolled in the study.
After termination of stimulation, the percentage of subjects that
were able to guess the treatment for sham, tDCS, and tPCS were 40%,
38% and 8%, respectively.
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Figure 4. Side effect incidence and severity does not affect compliance of individual subjects. The occurrence of common side effects (skin tingling = A1–C1, skin itching = A2–
C2, and skin burning sensation = A3–C3) is plotted as a percentage against the total number of treatment sessions completed for each subject by experimental groups (shamtDCS n = 37, tDCS n = 33, and MHF-tPCS n = 30). There was no correlation between percentage of side effects reported by subjects and the total number of treatment sessions
they completed. The average severity of side effects (skin tingling = X1–Z1, skin itching = X2–Z2, and skin burning sensation = X3–Z3) is plotted against the number of sessions completed by each subject. There was no correlation between average side effect severity and the total sessions completed. Subject withdrawals for atypical headache,
atypical skin irritation, and discomfort are indicated by the symbols purple X, yellow-square, and red-triangle, respectively. Since only a few subjects withdrew due to atypical headache, atypical skin condition, or discomfort in sham-tDCS, tDCS, and MHF-tPCS treatment groups, no trends can be inferred based on severity, incidence, or total
sessions completed. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Tolerability results
Within-session tolerability was assessed by a questionnaire administered after each session. Between-session tolerability was
accessed by a questionnaire administered prior to each session –
for the period since the end of the last treatment session including the immediate post-stimulation period. Session-wise tolerability
data are shown in an aggregated form in Table 1 collapsed across
subjects (some subjects received more sessions hence no statistics on session-wise data is reported). Incidence of adverse events
for all treatment groups within treatment sessions was < 3.5% with
the exception of skin tingling, burning and itching sensations. In addition to indexed responses, if subjects experienced an interesting
or peculiar sensation, then they could report it in an open form response. One subject in the MHF-tPCS arm reported phosphene (“light
ﬂash”) in one session, which was attributed to the electrode placed
too close to the eye. The incidence of adverse events between treatment sessions was typically <5%.
Within-session subject-wise data (collapsing across sessions) supported a low (<7%) incidence rate for all adverse events except the

adverse reactions of skin tingling, skin itching, and mild skin burning
sensation (Fig. 3). A Mann–Whitney test indicated that the incidence of skin tingling in the MHF-tPCS (Mdn = 16.7%) treatment
group was signiﬁcantly lower than both sham-tDCS (Mdn = 81.8%,
U = 245, p = 9 × 10−05, r = 0.48) and tDCS (Mdn = 62.5%, U = 290,
p = 0.005, r = 0.35). In addition, the incidence of skin burning sensations in the MHF-tPCS (Mdn = 0%) group was also signiﬁcantly
lower than sham-tDCS (Mdn = 9%, U = 346.5, p = 0.006, r = 0.11) and
tDCS (Mdn = 11.5%, U = 292, p = 0.003, r = 0.37). There were no other
statistically signiﬁcant differences in the incidence of adverse events
across all treatment groups.
In exploratory analyses (Fig. 4), we considered the relation
between skin tingling, itching, or burning sensations (common side
effects) to compliance (number of sessions completed) and withdrawal rate. We found no evident correlations, which indicate adverse
event severity of common adverse events (skin tingling, itching, and
burning sensations) did not affect compliance rates. We next explored the relationship between within-session and betweensession reporting (Table 3). Generally, reporting an adverse event
within a stimulation session marginally increased the likelihood of
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Table 3
Likelihood for reporting the same adverse events consecutively within (during) and between (post-treatment), as well as between (post-treatment) and within (during the
following treatment session) treatments.

The likelihood for a subject reporting the same incidence consecutively is shown for all the sessions (sham-tDCS n = 636, tDCS n = 623, MHF-tPCS n = 646). The top delta
value shows the percent chance for a subject repeating the reporting of the same adverse event or adverse reaction from within a session to between sessions. The formula
used to calculate the delta values shown in the upper quadrants was: (percentage of subjects reporting a within session adverse and the same adverse event between sessions) − (percentage of subjects not reporting a within session adverse event, but reporting a between session adverse event). The delta value shown in the bottom quadrant
indicates the percent chance for a subject experiencing the same adverse event from between a session to the next within session. The formula used to calculate the delta
value shown in the bottom quadrant was: (percentage of subjects reporting an adverse event between sessions and the same adverse event during the next within session
period) − (percentage of subjects who did not report an adverse event between a session, but who reported an adverse event during the next within session period). The
within to between session values were high for skin tingling (tDCS = 32%, MHF-tPCS = 40%), skin itching (sham-tDCS = 46%, tDCS = 37%) and mild burning sensations (tDCS = 63%)
indicating the likelihood of subjects reporting the same incidence consecutively. However high values for twitching (MHF-tPCS = 99.5%), dizziness (MHF-tPCS = 33%), and
diﬃculty concentrating (tDCS = 45.5%) cannot be deemed reliable due to small percent of reports for twitching (MHF-tPCS = 0.6%), dizziness (MHF-tPCS = 1.4%), and diﬃculty concentrating (tDCS = 4.7%).

reporting the same event in the following within-session period.
Conversely, reporting any adverse event between-sessions increased the likelihood of reporting the same event during the next
stimulation session period. These results are not fully controlled (e.g.
account for carryover effects across many sessions) and do not
address causality.
We further considered the change in severity of skin tingling,
itching, or burning sensations over session numbers (Fig. 5). The severity was scored from one to ten by the subjects for the adverse
event they reported. The trend when an adverse event was reported by subjects showed high variability (red circles Fig. 5). As a
result, a second trend is shown where the adverse event severity
was assumed to be zero when an adverse event severity was not
reported by subjects (blue diamonds Fig. 5). The trend in the average
adverse reaction severity either remained the same or decreased
for all three treatment arms.
In exploratory analyses, we considered the relationship between
severity of skin tingling, itching, or burning sensations and selfreported state anxiety levels (STAI-6 delta score) for each subject.
We again found no evident correlations, which indicates the severity
of common adverse reactions (skin tingling, itching, and burning
sensations) did not affect state anxiety or the reporting of side effects
(Fig. 6) in this subject-based correlation (n = 100). We next explored the session-based relationship (n = 1905) between state
anxiety levels (STAI-6 delta) and adverse event severity (Fig. 7).
Session based analyses did not show any signiﬁcant correlation
between state anxiety levels and adverse event severity. These ﬁndings are consistent with mild side effects that did not signiﬁcantly
affect compliance or side effect reporting.
We administered a quality of life survey (SF-36 health survey
[80]) bi-weekly and compared scores across all groups (Fig. 8).
We did not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant difference between the three treatment groups for any of the eight health categories assessed: physical
functioning, bodily pain, role limitations due to physical health
problems, role limitations due to personal or emotional problems,
emotional well-being, social functioning, energy/fatigue, and general
health perceptions. Given the SF-36 metrics [81] are gross, they
are considered valid for severe quality of life changes across a
population. Our observations indicate subjects’ general emotional
and physical health was not negatively affected by sham-tDCS,
tDCS, or MHF-tPCS during the length of the study.

Discussion
We found that tES is well tolerated and presents low-risk for repeated daily sessions in healthy volunteers, ﬁndings speciﬁc to the
medical-grade technology and detailed protocols used here. To our
knowledge, this is the longest duration study examining the tolerability of tES in healthy volunteers to date. Any mild adverse events
that occur during or between active tES (tDCS or MHF-tPCS) sessions were comparable or lower to those observed for sham-tDCS
waveforms.
General observations and compliance
In the present report, we describe the safety and tolerability outcomes from repeated application of transcranial electrical
stimulation. All experimental conditions across arms were ﬁxed
except waveform (sham-tDCS, tDCS, MHF-tPCS). Based on prior trials
[30,36,82], we developed a comprehensive adverse-event monitoring plan and implemented conservative (preventative) study
withdrawal criteria. We typically could not distinguish between
adverse effects and adverse event, i.e. whether side effects were either
casual or causal, but for common adverse events we assessed dependence on waveform.
The average number of completed sessions in each arm were:
sham-tDCS = 17.2 ± 8.1 (SD); tDCS = 18.7 ± 7.8; and MHF-tPCS:
21.5 ± 6.7. The compliance for MHF-tPCS was greater compared to
sham-tDCS, regardless of whether withdrawn subjects were included or excluded in the analysis. The compliance to tDCS was
comparable to sham-tDCS when including all subjects, and higher
when excluding withdrawn subjects from the analysis. The severity of common adverse events was lowest in the MHF-tPCS treatment
group. However, within each group we found no relationship
between compliance and tolerability (severity of common adverse
events). Conservatively, this supports the conclusion that active waveforms (tDCS or MHF-tPCS) do not reduce compliance.
Withdrawal and serious adverse events
Across 100 subjects in the three arms there were no serious
adverse events reported with no subject requiring medical care as
a result of participating in the study.
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Figure 5. Average adverse reaction severity remains stable or tends to decrease across treatment sessions. The average severities of common adverse reactions are plotted
across the 30 treatment sessions for skin tingling (A1–A3), skin itching (B1–B3) and mild burning sensations (C1–C3) by treatment group. The average severity when an adverse
reaction was reported by subjects (red circle) is higher and shows high variability compared to the grand average severity (blue diamonds) since the severity was assumed to
be zero when an adverse reaction was not reported by subjects. Overall there was a general trend of decreasing average adverse reaction severity across the 30 treatment sessions as shown in panels A2, A3, B1, B3, C1, and C2. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

With almost 2000 sessions, we report only two cases of discontinuation due to during-stimulation adverse events (one tDCS subject
after 21 completed sessions and one MHF-tPCS subject after 20 completed sessions). In both cases withdrawal was for “atypical
discomfort” due to non-ideal electrode positions, but the subjects
later indicated a desire to resume study participation and presented no other problems. There have been rare reports of mild
electrical “shock” occurring with no injury during tES, which is associated with abrupt making or breaking of the stimulating circuit
[30,36,82].
The remaining withdrawals occurred due to events occurring
between treatment sessions. The number of subjects withdrawn for
between-session headaches were: sham-tDCS = 2; tDCS = 2; and
MHF-tPCS = 3. These low withdrawal numbers did not allow for assessment of causality due to treatment, especially since headaches
occurring following tES occurred at rates similar to sham-tDCS.
Notably, both tDCS and MHF-tPCS are investigated for the treatment of headache and migraine [29].
For withdrawals due to atypical skin irritation events, a causal
link to study participation was evident by the location of irritation

under the electrodes. Atypical skin irritation, either attributed to
the electrodes or by stimulation, occurred in one subject from the
sham-tDCS group, eight subjects in the tDCS group, and one subject
in the MHF-tPCS group. Daily application of adhesive electrodes
may have irritated the skin in some of these cases, but risk of atypical skin irritation appeared to be increased due to the tDCS
waveform being transmitted by the speciﬁc electrodes used. The
prevalence of irritation under the neck electrode suggests increased sensitivity of the skin on the neck region compared to the
forehead; this may be due to difference in skin (hair follicle density)
or the neck electrode being marginally smaller. While common in
tPCS, the use of adhesive electrodes for tDCS is unusual; sponge
electrodes are used in extended tDCS clinical trials with extremely rare occurrence of burns when proper equipment and protocols
are employed [37]. We observed no skin injuries within-session.
Instead, withdrawal was observed before stimulation (betweensession), reﬂecting our conservative criteria [44] and preventing
theoretical injury that might result from cumulative skin irritation. We emphasize that we made no observations of signiﬁcant
skin injury in this study. However, these ﬁndings reﬂect speciﬁc
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Figure 6. Side effect severity did not affect state anxiety levels as indicted by STAI-6 delta scores. The STAI-6 delta score (y-axis) reﬂects state anxiety changes and is plotted
for each subject (sham-tDCS n = 37, tDCS n = 33, and MHF-tPCS = 30) against side effect (skin tingling = A1–C1, skin itching = A2–C2, and skin burning sensation = A3–C3) severity (x-axis) by treatment groups. Subject withdrawals for atypical headache, atypical skin irritation, and discomfort are indicated by a purple X, yellow-square, and redtriangle respectively. There was no signiﬁcant trend between STAI-6 delta scores and side effect severity within treatment groups for skin tingling, itching, and burning
sensations. Since the number of subjects withdrawing from the trial is small, no trends could be identiﬁed between withdrawal reason/severity and STAI-6 delta scores.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

equipment and protocols, including stimulation across only healthy
and intact skin.
Tolerability: skin tingling, itching, and burning sensations
Our dual on–off ramp sham-tDCS protocol was designed to mimic
the sensation of tDCS [37]. During stimulation, mild tingling was
the most common adverse event (sham-tDCS = 70.2 ± 1.8%,
tDCS = 55.7 ± 2.0%, and MHF-tPCS = 25.8 ± 1.7%). The next most frequent adverse events during stimulation were mild burning or
stinging sensations and itching. Mild burning sensations occurred
in sham-tDCS 27.7 ± 1.8%, tDCS 23.3 ± 1.7%, and MHF-tPCS 3.4 ± 0.7%
of the time and itching occurred in sham-tDCS 29.5 ± 1.8%, tDCS
30.9 ± 1.9%, and MHF-tPCS 13.5 ± 1.3% of the time. During stimulation, no other adverse events occurred at rates greater than 3.5%.
Skin tingling, itching, and burning sensations are all cutaneous nociceptive signals caused by stimulation of cranial and cervical spinal
nerve afferents that are linked to electrode electrochemical performance and skin current ﬂow [83]. In the present trial, we found these

sensations occurred during MHF-tPCS at signiﬁcantly lower rates,
which reﬂects the tolerability and comfort of the waveform/
electrode combination used.
Although sensation is speciﬁc to waveform and electrode shape/
design [44], the incidence rates we reported for tDCS and shamtDCS using adhesive-electrodes are generally comparable to studies
of single session tDCS in healthy subjects using sponge-electrodes.
Poreisz et al. reported tDCS to elicit skin tingling, burning and itching
sensations in 72.7%, 22.7%, and 36.4% of the cases respectively [32].
Kessler et al. reported skin tingling, burning and itching sensations due to tDCS occurred at rates of 76.9%, 54.2%, and 68.2%
respectively [30].
We observed a trend toward decreased tingling over the ﬁrst 2–3
sessions, possibly reﬂecting accommodation. We found there was
no trend toward developing increased sensitivity to sensations across
the duration of the trial (Fig. 5). The mild skin sensations reported
were not associated with withdrawal, which is consistent with prior
studies where sensation was not a reliable indicator of other theoretical risks [32].
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Figure 7. Relationship between state anxiety (STAI-6 delta scores) and adverse event severity by treatment sessions. The heat-map grids shows the number of adverse
event instances by session (sham-tDCS n = 636, tDCS n = 623, and MHF-tPCS n = 646) for each STAI-6 delta score corresponding to the reported severities for skin tingling
(A1–A3), itching (B1–B3), and mild skin burning sensations (C1–C3). The STAI-6 delta score shows the overall stress level for each subject and is calculated based on 6 questions in both pre- and post-treatment questionnaires. There are high instances along zero severity and along zero STAI-6 delta scores since the majority of subjects did not
experience a change in state anxiety levels or report a side effect after treatment. A few data points fell above a severity of 8 and a STAI-6 delta score of −6 or 6 and these
data points are indicated in the columns or rows labeled with 8+ , −6+ and 6+, respectively. No evident relationship was found between state anxiety (STAI-6 delta scores)
and adverse event severity across the treatment sessions.

Headache
The incidence of headache during stimulation (shamtDCS = 3.9 ± 0.8%, tDCS 4.4 ± 0.8%, and MHF-tPCS 2.6 ± 0.6%) was
comparable or moderately lower than reported by prior tES studies
[32,37], which could be attributed to range of inﬂuences, including the communal (relaxed) environment and/or minimal headgear
required (due to self-adhesive electrodes) to keep electrodes in place.
The incidence of headache between-sessions was 2.4 ± 0.6% for shamtDCS, 1.3 ± 0.5% for tDCS, and 1.2 ± 0.4% for MHF-tPCS treatment
groups. These data illustrate that the theoretical risk of headache
due to tES, including tDCS and MHF-tPCS, is low, especially con-

sidering the incidence rates of headache occurrence was equivalent
between active tES treatment and sham-tDCS.
Other adverse events
Other adverse events occurred at a low incidence rate of < 5%.
These rates were low across study arms, and any theoretical difference between arms is still lower. These data further suggest
multiple tES sessions across several weeks do not present signiﬁcant risks to healthy individuals when using medical-grade devices
and proper protocols implementing limited outputs at current
densities < 2 mA/cm2.
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Figure 8. Repeated use of tES had no signiﬁcant detriment on quality of life as indicated by the SF-36 health survey. The change in scores (delta) obtained from the SF-36
administered before the ﬁrst treatment session of the trial and at the end of the last treatment session of the trial are represented by histograms. The 36 questions in SF-36
health survey fall into the eight categories: physical functioning, bodily pain, role limitations due to physical health problems, role limitations due to personal or emotional
problems, emotional well-being, social functioning, energy/fatigue, and general health perceptions. Each question is scored on a scale of 0 to 100. For each of the questions
and categories, a higher score deﬁnes a more favorable health state. The ﬁgure shows the average delta scores between the ﬁrst and last session for subjects (sham-tDCS
n = 37, tDCS n = 33 and MHF-tPCS n = 30). There were no signiﬁcant differences found across the three treatment groups on any of the eight quality of life categories indicating that repeated use of tES had no signiﬁcant detriment on the quality of life reﬂected by the SF-36 questions. The error bars indicate the standard effort of the mean.

Limitations and implications for tolerability of daily extended-use
tDCS and MHF-tPCS by healthy individuals
Speciﬁc to the protocols tested, the outcomes of this study support
the tolerability of tDCS and tPCS over repeated sessions in healthy
volunteers as compared to sham-tDCS procedures. Because our goal
was to test the role of waveform, all other experimental conditions, including electrode design, were identical across treatment
arms. This compromise represents a limitation of the study; we only
evaluated one type of electrode, one which is not commonly used
for tDCS procedures as it cannot be placed above the hairline. Thus,
we speculate the tolerability of tDCS we observed could have been
affected by the use of these electrodes, although they presented high
tolerability rates for MHF-tPCS. Based on these observations, it is
recommended that investigators choose electrodes that are optimal
for the tES waveform being administered. Another limitation is that
the sham-tDCS protocol was designed to produce skin sensation
comparable to tDCS, and we discovered MHF-tPCS produced less
skin sensations. Since differences were small and variable, this would
not be expected to break naïve subject blinding as to the type of
stimulation (correct guess of sham, tDCS, or tPCS), but this still [84]
warrants consideration in designing future studies. A further limitation is that while tDCS intensity was ﬁxed, consistent with
established research protocols, MHF-tPCS intensity was adjusted,
albeit within a controlled range (consistent with clinical tPCS
systems). Since MHF-tPCS had equal or better tolerability than tDCS
or sham-tDCS, conservatively this would mean that the lowest
allowed MHF-tPCS dose was relativity better tolerated. In absolute terms, the entire tPCS protocol used was well tolerated compared
to the tDCS treatment. Another limitation is that since stimulation
was applied in a communal environment, we could not prevent or
exclude subjects from sharing experiences.
The occurrence of common adverse reactions (itching, tingling,
burning sensation) either decreased or remained stable over weeks.
The use of adhesive electrodes produced cumulative skin irritation over the ﬁrst two weeks in a minority of subjects. These results
are broadly consistent with evidence of tolerability from single/
limited sessions in healthy individuals [30,32,37] and extendeduse in clinical populations, including investigational and FDAcleared techniques [29]. Indeed, transcutaneous electrical stimulators,
including transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulators or TENS, and
electrical muscle stimulators, are indicated for a range of clinical/

medical purposes (e.g., to relieve or treat pain or to improve range
of motion) and for cosmetic/aesthetic purposes (e.g., to promote
muscle toning or skin rejuvenation). These FDA-cleared devices often
have current outputs as high as 120 mA and in the case of cosmetic/
aesthetic TENS devices, can deliver current densities up to 46 mA/cm2
while having electrodes placed on the head or face. In contrast, tES
current densities are typically < 2 mA/cm2 as was the case in the
present study. Over the past 40 years, numerous studies have conﬁrmed the safety and tolerability of electrical stimulation devices
used daily for chronic time periods even at the higher current intensities and densities mentioned [85–87].
The safety and tolerability of any non-invasive electrical
neuromodulation technique is speciﬁc to the dose, electrode preparation, and other protocol details. We used medical-grade
stimulators with continuous impedance monitoring and waveform controls including limited outputs or limited-total-energy (LTE),
high-capacity self-adhesive electrodes applied by trained operators, with rigorous monitoring and conservative withdrawal criterion.
We emphasize the tolerability of any tES method is dependent on
many factors including the protocols used, subject screening and
monitoring, tES dose [12], and electrode design/montage [88,89].
The relevance of our results decreases as factors such as frequency of sessions (e.g. multiple daily sessions), withdrawal and exclusion
criterion (e.g. demographics of our recruitment, medical history or
use of none-prescription drugs not accessed in our protocol), procedure (e.g. trained operator vs. self-application), or environment
(e.g. ambient lighting affects phosphene threshold, naturalistic environments with more variability than our testing facility) deviate
from those tested here. Evidently, we cannot exclude rare or small
differences in adverse events that our study was not powered to
detect, or those adverse events that would not have been captured by our assessments. Using the protocols and methods described
in this report, we found that extended use of tES in healthy subjects to pose low-risks and to be tolerable across multiple daily
sessions.
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